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ABSTRACT: 
 
In analysis and design of structures subjected to earthquakes, the cyclic and dynamic nature of the response 
leads to complications.  Material models need to account for cyclic plasticity, including deterioration and 
eventual failure due to low-cycle fatigue.  A cyclic damage plasticity model is implemented to combine 
nonlinear kinematic hardening, isotropic hardening, and isotropic damage evolution based on continuum 
damage mechanics, reproducing an approximation to the Manson-Coffin low-cycle fatigue rule without cycle 
counting.  This makes it possible to model the decrease in the material’s ability to deform inelastically, and 
provides considerable insight into the mode of failure and the effects of local detailing of steel structures. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In seismic-resistant design, structural engineers are increasingly interested in prediction of inelastic response 
using nonlinear dynamic analysis procedures.  It has been common to assume ideal ductile behavior for 
structural members.  However, infinitely ductile models may not be adequate for seismic or other abnormal 
loading conditions, as inelastic demands will likely lead to deterioration and possible failure of members.  
These weakened members will in turn influence dynamic response and overall system stability.  Thus, for 
structures subjected to earthquakes, material models need to account for cyclic plasticity, including deterioration 
and eventual failure due to low-cycle fatigue. 
 
With the increasing power and technique in computer simulation, refined structural models become an option to 
emulate various behavior modes that can occur at the element and structure level, and can track the evolution of 
damage from onset to member and structural failure.  In this study, an efficient material model is implemented 
based on plasticity and continuum damage mechanics for modeling of exhaustion of the ability of the material to 
deform inelastically due to the consequences of ultra low cycle fatigue.  The deterioration and failure of some 
steel members and connections in civil structures is investigated.  Specifically, Special Concentric Braced 
Frame (SCBF) subassemblies are evaluated with the refined structural model.  This provides considerable 
insight into the mode of failure and the effects of local detailing for the development of next generation Special 
Concentric Braced Frames. 
 
 
2. REVIEW OF MATERIAL MODELING FOR STRUCTURAL STEEL 
 
For structural steel subjected to a severe loading history, such as exhibited during a strong earthquake, several 
stages of behavior commonly exist during the course of member deterioration.  Initially, it is assumed there are 
no macroscopic cracks, thus no stress or strain singularities associated with the material.  The material is then 
loaded non-proportionally and cyclically under stress and strain histories of varying amplitude.  Deterioration 
develops due to material and geometrical nonlinearities.  Large plastic deformation and energy dissipation 
results in progressive failure of the material.  Eventually, macroscopic cracks initiate and propagate. 
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Damage resulting from plastic deformation in ductile metals is mainly due to the formation of microvoids, 
which initiate either as a result of fracturing or debonding of inclusions, such as carbides and sulfides, from the 
ductile matrix.  The growth and coalescence of microvoids under increasing plastic strain progressively 
reduces the material's ability to carry loads, and can result in complete failure.  A proper modeling of this 
micro-void nucleation and growth mechanism is needed for the prediction of ductile failure in steel members 
and structures.  In the context of continuum mechanics, coupled plasticity and damage models may be needed. 
 
The effects of sudden onset, quasi-brittle fracture are not considered in this research.  It is assumed that a 
separate fracture-mechanics-based analysis would be carried out on individual fracture critical regions. The 
research presented herein includes situations where members rupture due to materials reaching and exceeding 
their ability to develop further inelastic deformations, either under monotonic or cyclic loading. 
 
 
2.1. Modeling of Plasticity 
 
Isotropic hardening and/or kinematic hardening are commonly used to describe the plastic behavior of 
metal-like materials under complex loading conditions.  Prager (1956) and Ziegler (1959) initiated the 
fundamental framework used for kinematic hardening rules.  Armstrong and Frederick (1966) developed a 
nonlinear kinematic hardening rule that generalized its linear predecessor.  In this model, the kinematic 
hardening component is defined to be an additive combination of a purely kinematic term and a dynamic 
recovery term, which introduces the nonlinearity.  The Armstrong and Frederick rule was further extended by 
Chaboche (1986, 1989), where an additive decomposition of the back stress was postulated.  The advantages of 
this superposition are a larger strain range can be realistically modeled, and a more accurate description of 
ratcheting is provided.  These features allow modeling of inelastic deformation in metals that are subjected to 
cycles of load, resulting in significant inelastic deformation and, possibly, low-cycle fatigue failure.  
Discussion of these plasticity models can be found in Lemaitre and Chaboche (1990).  The multi-component 
nonlinear kinematic hardening rule adopted in this study can be described by 
 

 ∑=
j jαα , and ( ) pl

jj
pl

jj C εγ &&& αεα −= 32   

 

Where α and αj are back stress and its componential tensors, pl
ε&  and plε&  are plastic strain rate tensor and 

equivalent plastic strain rate, and Cj and γj are material parameters. 
 
 
2.2. Models of Damage and Fracture under Monotonic Loading 
 
Two alternative approaches are generally considered for material failure modeling: local approaches and global 
approaches.  The local approaches to fracture can be defined very generally as the combination of (1) the 
computation of local stress and deformation values in the most loaded zones of a component or structure, and (2) 
predefined models corresponding to various fracture mechanisms, such as cleavages, ductile fracture, fatigue, 
creep, stress-corrosion etc. (Rousselier, 1987).  Many models have been developed since the initial studies of 
McClintock (1968) and Rice and Tracey (1969).  Most local models can be written in the form of 
stress-modified critical plastic strain with failure criterion D = Dc: 
 

 Damage evolution    ( ) ( )∫= plGFD εσ &   

 
where F is the stress modification function, G is the plastic strain function, D represents the damage, and Dc is 
the critical damage at failure.  For example, the model of Rice and Tracey (1969) can be written as 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) plplplplGpF εε &&&& :32     /5.1exp === εσ εσ   
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where p is hydrostatic stress, and σ  is von Mises stress.  For porous metal plasticity, i.e. the GTN model 
developed by Gurson (1977) and Tvergaard and Needleman (1984), together with the sophisticated yield 
function they developed, the void growth part is given by 
 

 ( ) ( ) 1εεσ :     1 plpl
v

plGF &&& === ε   

 

where pl
vε&  is the volumetric plastic strain rate.  For the ductile damage model proposed by Lemaitre 

(Lemaitre, 1992; Dufailly and Lemaitre, 1995), which is based on continuum damage mechanisms (CDM) 
introduced by Kachanov (1958), the damage evolution function becomes 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) plplt GSYF ε&& == εσ        
 
where S is a material constant with energy density units, t is a dimensionless material constant, and Y is the 
internal energy density release rate, calculated as 
 

 ( ) elelelY εDε ::21=   
 

where elD  is fourth order elasticity tensor and el
ε  is second order elastic strain tensor. 

 
Predictions using the Rice and Tracey (1969) and the Lemaitre (1992) models have been previously compared.  
The equivalent plastic strains at fracture versus stress triaxiality have a very similar trend.  In the case of 
proportional loading (Rousselier, 1987) and non-proportional loading (Marini et al., 1985), the two models give 
similar results.  Recently, Steglich et al. (2005) investigated the relationship between the CDM and the GTN 
models. 
 
In contrast to local approaches, global approaches are based on asymptotic continuum mechanics analyses.  
Under some situations, single- or dual-parameter models can uniquely characterize the crack tip condition.  
Well-known single-parameters are stress intensity K, J-integral, and CTOD (crack tip opening displacement), 
and a well-known dual-parameter formulation is based on the introduction of the T-stress that characterizes the 
crack tip constraint.  All these parameters are defined at the global level of the crack medium, in the 
framework of fracture mechanics.  They are applicable to a number of situations in which it is not necessary to 
know the exact state of stress, or of damage, in the vicinity of the crack tip.  On the other hand, this approach 
may prove to be deficient, either because of the size of the cracks, because of a pronounced overall plasticity 
during ductile fracture, or because of loading history effects.  A systematic comparative study of local and 
global models was reported by Xia and Shih (1995) using a representative volume element (RVE) method.  It 
was shown that the size of elements representing the crack in local approaches is the key parameter linking local 
and global approaches. 
 
 
2.3. Local Models of Damage and Fracture under Cyclic Loading 
 
Local approaches to modeling damage and fracture under cyclic loading are examined in this section.  They are 
compared to the Manson-Coffin rule for low cycle fatigue.  The Manson-Coffin rule is a popular model for 
low-cycle fatigue due to its simplicity.  Generally, it is written in the form 
 

 ( ) c
ffp N22 εε ′=∆  (2.1) 

 
where ∆εp/2 is the amplitude of plastic strain, Nf is the number of cycles, ε'f is the ductility coefficient and c is 
the ductility exponent.  In 1953, Manson recognized the form of Eqn. (2.1) relating fatigue life and plastic 
strain, and suggested that the magnitude of 1/c was “in the neighborhood of three” (Manson, 1953).  Coffin 
showed that for practical purposes the fatigue property c is approximately equal to −1/2 (Coffin, 1954) and that 
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ε'f is related to the monotonic fracture ductility εf (Tvernelli and Coffin 1959).  In fact, c commonly ranges 
from −0.5 to −0.7 for most metals, with −0.6 as a representative value. 
 
Despite a large amount of work to generalize this law to multiaxial states of stress (Morrow, 1964) and to 
complex histories of loading (Manson et al., 1971), it remains a model generally limited in its application to 
uniaxial periodic loading.  Still, a wide variety of structure tests, component and material specimens have 
demonstrated the general validity of the Manson-Coffin relation, and the range for the coefficient c cited above. 
 
Not much attention has been given to the possibility of incorporating damage into cyclic plasticity by means of 
micromechanics. Recent works on porous metal plasticity are those of Leblond et al. (1995), Besson and 
Guillemer-Neel (2003) and Cedergren et al. (2004).  They introduced nonlinear kinematic hardening into the 
GTN model.  As far as continuum damage mechanics is concerned, Pirondi and Bonora (2003) introduced 
unilateral conditions to model stiffness recover in tension-compression cyclic loading.  Kanvinde and Deierlein 
(2004) extended the Rice and Tracey (1969) model to incorporate a cyclic void growth model. 
 
Lemaitre (1992) has a relatively simple modification for damage evolution in cyclic loading 
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where σ1 is the maximum principal stress. So damage does not accumulate when all principle stresses are 
compressive.  In this research, it is revised for simpler implementation as: 
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It can be shown that this simplification has negligible effect for most states of stress. 
 

It is worth mentioning that although the critical equivalent-plastic-strain approaches (( ) 1=σF , ( ) plplG ε&& =ε ) 
can be used in proportional loading, it is unsuitable for cyclic loading.  As illustrated in Table 1 (and 
approximately in Figure 1), fatigue life (number of cycles to failure) will tend to be underestimated if large 
strain amplitude data is used to calibrate the parameters (by a factor of 4 in the table).  Conversely the fatigue 
life will tend to be overestimated if small strain amplitude data is used to calibrate the parameters.  This is one 
inherent, and important, drawback of applying the critical equivalent-plastic-strain criterion to cyclic loading.  
The other drawback is the triaxiality-independence of critical equivalent-plastic-strain criterion; the effect of 
triaxial constraint on the initiation of rupture is a well known phenomenon. 
 
Depending upon cycle counting schemes, the rule only increments the damage state at the end of each cycle. 
This is not suitable for a fatigue life of a few cycles; it does not allow material point fracture until the end of a 
full cycle.  Continuous damage models can resolve this difficulty by accumulating damage continuously.  
Because the basic trends predicted by the Manson-Coffin rule have been verified for most low-cycle fatigue data, 
it is meaningful to use the Manson-Coffin rule as a reference and to compare results predicted by specific 
continuous damage models to those from the Manson-Coffin rule. 
 
As a comparison, the simplified continuum damage mechanics model in Eqn. (2.2) is evaluated for low-cycle 
fatigue and compared with the Manson-Coffin rule.  A uniaxial-stress single-element model is subjected to a 
series of constant amplitude strain cycles with several amplitudes of maximum strain.  These cyclic 
deformation histories are imposed until rupture of the material occurs.  In this way, standard Manson-Coffin 
type plots can be prepared for the analysis results and these can be compared directly with the Manson-Coffin 
criterion for an ideal experiment.  The results are shown in Figure 1.  Predicted results agree with those 
computed with the Manson-Coffin rule, with the ductility exponent c ranging from −0.5 to −0.7; i.e., 
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corresponding to typical values for metals.  The simplified CDM model in Eqn. (2.2) is chosen as the damage 
evolution model for this study.  It is believed that some underlying relationship should be satisfied when 
continuum damage models match the Manson-Coffin relation.  This suggests deeper investigation is needed. 
 
It should be noted again that the low cycle fatigue criterion based on critical equivalent-plastic-strain results in a 
fixed ductility exponent c equal to −1.  As such, it is not able to predict the correct trend of low-cycle fatigue 
for metals.  Thus, while the effective-plastic-strain criterion can be calibrated for a particular material and 
specimen configuration subjected to a specific loading protocol, the same failure criterion might not be expected 
to work at other locations within the same structure, or for different loading histories. 
 

Table 1: Simple illustration of the difference between predictions of number of 
cycles to failure for an ideal experiment following the Manson-Coffin relation 

Calibrated to large strain amplitude data Calibrated to small strain amplitude data 
Test or 

prediction Strain amplitude 
Number of 

cycle to failure 
Test/EPS* Strain amplitude 

Number of 
cycle to failure 

Test/EPS* 

Experiment 0.20 2 0.20 2 
EPS* prediction 0.20 2 

1.00 
0.20 8 

0.25 

Experiment 0.05 32 0.05 32 
EPS* prediction 0.05 8 

4.00 
0.05 32 

1.00 

* EPS -- critical equivalent plastic strain criterion 
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∆ε
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N  
Figure 1: Fatigue relationships for CDM model (Eqn. (2.2)) 

 
 
3. APPLICATION OF DAMAGED PLASTICITY MODEL 
 
The two story special concentric brace frame tested by Uriz and Mahin (2005) is shown in Figure 2a to 2c.  
The frame suffered extensive damage to the braces in the lower level, to the columns at the base of the building 
and in the beam-to-column connections at the first floor.  A variety of behavior was observed, from yielding, 
global and local buckling, and fracture (Uriz and Mahin, 2005).  This specimen provides a good test of the 
ability of a computational model to predict behavior associated with members undergoing bending and axial 
load, lateral buckling, and local buckling, and rupture.  In the experiment, global lateral buckles formed in the 
lower level braces, with local buckling occurring near the brace midspans.  This led to the complete rupture of 
the braces during the first excursion to the design level (Figure 2b), with failure of the lower level beam to 
column connections occurring soon thereafter (Figure 2c). 
 
Finite element analyses were conducted to assess the ability of the damaged plasticity model to simulate the 
hysteretic behavior of steel braced frame assemblages under cyclic loading.  The focus is on prediction of local 
buckling and the evolution of damage due to low-cycle fatigue.  Shell elements were chosen instead of solid or 
beam elements based on an assessment of computational effectiveness. 
 
Crack initiation and propagation is modeled by element erosion (element removal).  Mesh convergence is 
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examined using progressively refined FE meshes.  Both equivalent plastic strain and the damage variable are 
convergent when the element size is at the scale of the shell thickness.  After crack initiation, the gradients of 
both equivalent plastic strain and the damage variable are much higher.  Mesh sizes larger than the material 
characteristic length will result in a larger energy release rate at the crack tip (Xia and Shih, 1995).  In addition, 
larger element sizes will blunt the crack front to an unrealistic size.  However, it turns out that before the crack 
tip behaves inelastically, the strength and stiffness of the brace member have significantly deteriorated due to 
lateral and local buckling. Therefore, although there is an overly ductile behavior locally, the crack front 
blunting due to use of large element sizes has less influence on overall behavior of the structure.  A choice of 
shell element size at about the shell thickness achieves an overall model that is simple with reasonable accuracy. 
 
In the model of the braced frame subassembly, the top-level displacement is prescribed as the boundary 
condition.  The base is fixed and some out-of-plane constraint is applied at points around column ends and 
beam midspans, as they were in the experiment.  The comparison of experiment and numerical results are 
shown in Figures 2 and 3.  Buckling and fracture of brace is accurately modeled (Figure 2d and 2e).  In 
addition, the simulated damage and fracture at the beam-column connection matches the experiment (Figure 2f). 
These simulations show that the cyclic damaged plasticity model is reasonable and useful for damage evaluation 
in steel structures.  Figure 3 shows the base shear-roof displacement hysteresis curves for the experiment and 
numerical analysis, respectively.  It is observed that strength, stiffness and deterioration in overall behavior of 
the braced frame are well simulated. 
 

 
   

a) Test step b) Brace fracture c) Connection fracture 

   

d) Damage of subassembly e) Brace fracture f) Connection fracture 
Figure 2: Comparison of experiment and numerical results 
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a) Experiment b) Numerical simulation 

Figure 3: Load vs. roof displacement for brace frame 
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4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
 
The feasibility of a cyclic damaged plasticity model to simulate accurately the behavior of a severely loaded 
steel braced frame that exhibits local failure of members or connections due to yielding, local buckling and low 
cycle fatigue has been illustrated. The accuracy of the present finite element analysis depends upon the material 
constitutive relationships, and in particular, the parameters used. The development of efficient methods for 
identification of parameters and obtaining more experimental data for calibration are needed. 
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